Shalom. My name is Keren khaya Abrams. As a single-mother-by-choice, I
was blessed (and surprised) with twin boys, now just one year old. I have
served in the healing arts, both as my profession and voluntarily in many
arenas for over 15 years, soulfully devoted to helping others, friends and
strangers alike, to heal, grow and thrive. With my boys Beech and Aspen, my
intention, since they were "pre-conceived", is to be a team together in the
service of humanity.
Against all probabilities, the great possibility came and I conceived them at
age 45. The process was anything but easy -the daunting, heart-breaking
and complex journey called me to travel many countries and sacrifice nearly
all of my material possessions as well as my thriving private practice.
Through an often difficult task of repeated renunciations, I walked
consciously, averting fears, following the soul call, always humble to the
seeming "lunacy" of such a choice. I walked in a sort of constant prayer while
navigating intense and precarious situations for the sake of conceiving, to
somehow hear that "still small voice" demanding me that this - conceiving
children now- this IS indeed the Way.
Since they were born, we have survived on the heroic generosity of my circle
of friends, family and even the kindness of strangers. Like walking a plank
bridge over a great steep ravine, where with each step off the last plank, the
next is only laid by-some-great-grace, just before my foot drops to the abyss,
this is how those gifts came. I am walking the bridge of high-risk, still it is the
razor’s edge of ultimate faith and utter devotion.
Now I am inspired to seek an Angel (aka financial sponsor) for us to get from
infancy to advanced toddlerhood; a milestone where they and I will be more
self-sufficient. And in that sufficiency, my intention is to manifest our lives as
a commitment to community service. We are seeking a financial sponsor, for
a collaboration which would be spiritually endowed, and as such, it is my
intention that it would be felt by all parties as a mutual blessing. I am
imagining an individual or family who would like to know us deeper, and
know personally our story and intentions, and is already aware of themselves
as living a life where charitable gifting is part of the grace they share. I am
calling out in prayer. I am calling out in a local radio interview, and in letters,
to see if we can find that match.
.
It has been just over a year a year since I have had a moment to devote to
any pursuit other than birthing and caring for the twins. This Angel's support
would bring a minimal measure of security and stability to our current lives,
mostly to provide some essential childcare and few essential provisions. In
addition, I am (slowly at the moment) writing a book, a memoir, about this
amazing, awesome and admittedly edgy ride: one that could give “older”
women like me hope, inspiration and knowledge around the sacred, complex

and courageous journey of fertility and conception. I will also develop my
business of fertility coaching, which I already initiated during my pregnancy.
www.fertilitymapping.com
If you or someone you know is interested to talk to me further, I am most
grateful. Please call me or email.
You can learn more about me and my work here:
www.kerenabrams.com
and
www.fertilitymapping.com
My phone number is 505 -349-4009, email keren@kerenabrams.com
Thank you so much for your time and attention to consider this highly
unusual petition. It has taken a miracle to get this far, and I am looking for the
next ones to go the next mile.
Blessings, gratitude,
Keren

